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Executive Summary
ICLEI South Asia, in partnership with ICLEI European Secretariat and Association of
Flemish Cities and Municipalities (VVSG) is implementing the European Commission
funded project on Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities
(AdoptIUWM) in Rajasthan (Jaisalmer and Kishangarh) and Maharashtra (Ichalkaranji
and Solapur). As part of this project, a one week exposure visit to Europe (Spain, Belgium
and Germany) was conducted in April 2015 to expose the participants to the best
practices in the field of Integrated Urban Water Management (IUWM) being undertaken
in Europe.
Participants for the Exposure visit comprised of a rich mix of 12 officials, technocrats and
political representatives from National, State and Local Government. In order to make
the exposure visit useful for the participating cities and officials, before planning
the exposure visit, discussions were undertaken with city and State government
officials to identify the key issues related to water and allied sectors that are
impacting them the most. The selection of case studies for the exposure visit was
undertaken to address the identified issues.
The visit was conducted from 19th to 26th of April aiming to share the experience of
European cities, addressing the challenges faced by Indian cities and help Indian cities
work towards integrated planning and management of water and allied sectors.
Three European countries: Spain, Belgium and Germany were covered to understand the
institutional framework, technical knowhow, driving factors and governance aspects that
have been adopted in Europe to facilitate IUWM. Two of the cities visited (Zaragoza and
Essen) during the exposure visit were part of the Sustainable Water Management
Improves Tomorrow’s Cities’ Health (SWITCH) program that was launched in 2006- 2011,
funded by the European Union covering 12 cities across the world and; in which ICLEI
European Secretariat was a key partner. More than eight sites from seven cities
(Zaragoza, Ieper, Koksijde, Harelbeke, Essen, Gladbeck, Dortmund) were visited
and interactions with over eight European agencies were undertaken during this
week long Exposure visit.
Country
Spain

City
Zaragoza

Institutions/Sites visited
Centre
for
water
environment

and

Centre for the Environment of
the River Ebro

Key thematic areas covered
Restructuring of existing framework to address
integration
Stakeholder involvement in decision making
Dynamic water pricing
Site visit to Ebro river front
Flood protection measures for city as part of
integrated approach
Water centric urban design
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Belgium

Ieper

Harelbeke

Ebro River Basin Management
Authority
Verdronken Weide (city of
Ieper, De Watergroep – drinking
water agency of the region of
Flanders)
Site visit to Beltrami marbles (a
stone processing firm)
Site visit to BSV

Germany

Koksijde

Centre of the drinking water
Intermunicipality
IWVA
(Drinking water Intermunicipal
IWVa, City of Koksijde, Solid
waste Intermunicipalities IVVO
and IMOG, City of Ieper)

Essen

Emschergenossenschaft

Dortmund

Thyssen-Krupp-Park

Gladbeck

University of Essen
Hahnenbach near Gladbeck
Zeche
Zollverein
Essen
(UNESCO World Heritage Site)
Phoenix Lake

Basin level planning
Real time monitoring
Cross links between the sectors: Storm water
management, drinking water management,
recreation/nature by maintenance and restoration
of pools
Nature and recreation
Zero Liquid Discharge
100% reuse of solid and liquid waste from marble
processing
Reuse of solid waste from marble industry for soil
conditioning
Planning for water from source to recharge
Recharge of treated wastewater to prevent saline
water ingress
Use of sand Dunes for infiltration of treated
wastewater
Site visit to infiltration plant and ecologically
maintained dunes
Intermunicipal cooperation
Solid waste management through Intermunicipal
cooperation, especially plastic waste management,
recuperation of Biogas by anaerobic digestion of
source separated household waste and
sensitization of citizens on preventing and
cleaning up litter
Conversion of the Emscher River and the role of
(storm) water in re-developing the region
Ongoing measures for separation of storm water
and wastewater network
Integration of water with land use
Innovative storm water management facilities
Urban redevelopment using water as the core
theme
Innovative storm water management facilities
Restored river bed + Environmental education
Restoration of abandoned mining site
Restoration of former mining site as a lake

A series of presentations, site tours, discussions with European Agencies, Q&A sessions
and interactive exercises were conducted to identify the relevant strategies that can be
adopted for implementing an IUWM based approach in the Indian context. The
participants also got a better understanding of the issues and challenges that were faced
by the European cities and the measures taken to overcome these road blocks. It was
interesting to know that some of the European cities visited during the Exposure
visit (like Zaragoza) faced similar situations of infrastructure stress and pollution
that are presently being faced by Indian cities. Some cities, in fact, used this as an
opportunity to reframe their entire water resource management framework. It was
also interesting to know that this change can even be brought about over a short
span of time of 3 years and need not take several decades. It was also interesting to
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see how a city can be designed with water as the core element guiding the planning
strategies for the city.
Since solid waste management is an important aspect impacting the condition of water
bodies in India, case studies on better management of solid waste were also a part of the
programme. It was interesting to visit the Phoenix Lake in Dortmund where a
renowned local artist involved the citizens in dealing with plastic waste to ‘protect
the heart of earth’.
Need for an Integrated Water Resource Management (IUWM) based approach has
been emphasized in the National Water Policy. Integrated Urban Water
Management, forms a crucial subset of an IWRM based approach, which encourages
cities to close the ‘urban water loop’ for a sustainable future. A key learning of the
Exposure visit was also that conserving environment is important for long term
sustainability. The exposure visit provided a platform to see live demonstration of
how a basin level approach is implemented for managing the water resources of a
small city like Zaragoza.
Key
sites
visited
Zaragoza

Issues addressed











Harelbeke



Integrated planning and
management of water in the
city
Restructuring of existing
system to incorporate IUWM
Basin Level Planning
Flood Management
Real time monitoring of water
resources
(quality
and
quantity)
Balance between demand and
supply management
Dynamic tariff system
Awareness generation
Involvement of stakeholders
in decision making process
Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD)
from marble industry

Applicability to Indian context












Restructuring of entire system for a city to
incorporate integration aspect
Can be integrated with Namami Gange initiative to
promote basin level planning
Real time monitoring of water bodies (quality and
quantity) can be taken up at sub basin level
Flood alerts for Indian cities
Cities can be encouraged to reduce consumption
at user level to match the water availability for
supply.
Water supply management can be under public
company but subcomponents can be sublet to
private sector for O&M based on competitive
bidding
Single Basin level Authority can be established for
each basin and can set targets for implementation
Marble plants in India can be guided to work
towards ZLD
Learnings from Harelbeke can be taken further by
continued association with agencies to address
marble waste management issues in Rajasthan
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Key
sites
visited
Koksijde

Issues addressed







Essen






Intermunicipal Cooperation
Integrated planning for water
resources
Use of sand dunes for
infiltration
Recharge
with
treated
wastewater to prevent saline
water ingress
Solid waste management,
with special focus on plastic
waste

Restoration of industrial area
based on principles of
sustainability.
Water as the core element for
urban development
Revitalizing existing and new
greens for improving water
quality in the area

Applicability to Indian context
Small Municipalities in India can come together
through Intermunicipal Cooperation to fund,
implement and manage infrastructure at regional
level
 Comprehensive approach to planning while
considering all aspects from source, supply,
treatment and recharge
 Recharge of treated wastewater can be useful in
reducing salinity content in coastal and arid
regions
 Aquifer recharge can be used to prevent saline
water ingress in coastal areas
 Resuse of plastic waste for making Styrofoam and
other reusable material
Abandoned mines and quarries can be developed on
PPP basis while giving prime importance to
sustainability


Hence, as an outcome of the Exposure visit, it can be said that the applicability of an
IUWM based approach is possible, rather much needed, in the Indian context and
Indian cities can learn from the experiences of the European counterparts, possibly
through continued association. Given the reformative approach being adopted by the
present government, IUWM provides a key opportunity to address the water
related issues being faced by Indian cities and complements the strategies of the
Government towards a Cleaner and Greener India. Integration of an IUWM based
approach can be undertaken under the Government Flagship Programmes on
Swacch Bharat Mission, Smart Cities Programme, Project HRIDAY and Clean Ganga
Mission.
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Introduction
The world’s urban population is estimated to grow by 2.6 billion over the next four
decades. India shares 17% of the world’s population and is projected to add 404 million
urban dwellers between 2014 and 20501. With India heading towards 50% urbanization,
increase in urbanization will in turn put more pressure on water resources due to
increased demand, competing uses, water intensive usage patterns and water pollution;
whereas water resources in India are limited and face increasing threat from impacts of
climate change. Only 4 % of the total freshwater reserves in the world are in India (UNEP,
2012). Trans boundary water diplomacy is another key aspect that can impact the Water
Future of India.
High dependency on single water source, degrading water quality, neglect of local level
water resources, collapse of traditional water harvesting systems, pollution of water
resources and inadequate wastewater treatment are some of the key issues impacting the
water resources in India. In case of urban areas, inadequate coverage, intermittent
supplies, low pressure, high percentage of unaccounted water and inequitable
distribution are some of the most prominent issues. Along with the technical aspects, it is
also important to concentrate particularly on involvement of stakeholders as well as
awareness of citizens and managing authorities at various levels in order to tackle these
issues.
Adopt IUWM project encourages Indian cities to perceive water supply, sewerage and
storm water as part of the same water cycle and work towards closing the urban water
loop through innovative, sustainable and holistic measures. It is also important to
understand the linkages of water sectors with other urban sectors like housing, land use,
etc.
The main aim behind this Exposure visit was to understand how European Cities are
working towards closing their water loop: Technically, financially and institutionally; and
how best can these measures be applied to the Indian context to make Indian cities work
towards IUWM.

1

World Urbanization Prospects, Highlights, 2014. United Nations. Available at
http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Highlights/WUP2014-Highlights.pdf, accessed in May 2015.
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1 Background to AdoptIUWM Project
1.1 Background to IUWM
Integrated Urban Water Management (IUWM) is a subset of Integrated Water
Resource Management (IWRM) which has been adopted as a key concept under the
National Water Policy. After Agenda 21 and the World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) in 1992 in Rio, the concept of IWRM was made the object of
extensive discussions as to what it means in practice. The concept has been adopted
widely by water managers, decision-makers and politicians around the world (UNESCO,
2009). Today 64% of countries have developed IWRM plans and 34% report an advanced
stage of implementation based on the application of integrated approaches as stated in
Agenda 21 and affirmed in the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (UNEP, 2012).
A similar approach towards integration is also required in the urban context. The key to
IUWM is that individual processes within the urban water cycle should be planned and
managed such that the collective impact can be minimized and the collective system
efficiency can be maximized. The primary aim of IUWM is to enable ‘multi
functionality2 of urban water services’, multiple utilization of different qualities of
water and ‘optimize the outcomes achieved by the system’3. The tools for IUWM are
various ranging from soft (ecological) to hard (infrastructural) and nonstructural (like
education, awareness, regulations); and at various scales ranging from city level,
community level to local level.
The need for an IUWM approach has emerged from the growing recognition that an
integrated approach towards water management at the urban level offers a relevant
framework for decision-making and concrete actions. It refers to the practice of
managing freshwater, wastewater, and storm water as links within the resource
management structure for an urban area/unit. The concept encompasses various
aspects of water management, including environmental, economic, technical, political, as
well as social impacts and implications (UNEP, 2007). IUWM thus focuses on all the
different uses of water resources that can be considered together to close the water loop,
for example instead of discharging treated used water into the sea, we need to look into
ways of harnessing treated water for further uses. Through an IUWM based approach,
we can maximize the effective use of each drop of water.
This approach can be more effective in delivering water services where they are
needed, when they are needed, and on a cost that is realistic and acceptable, and
with consideration of the larger time frame and scale necessary to ecosystem
sustainability.

2

Like affordability, amenity, recreation, community satisfaction, ecosystem protection, etc.
Mitchell G.V., 2006. Applying Integrated Urban Water Management Concepts: A Review of Australian Experience.
Springer Science + Business Media. Inc. Available at http://www.yemenwater.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/ApplyingIntegrated-Urban-Water-Management-Concepts-A-review-of-Australian-experience.pdf, accessed in February 2013.
3
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1.2 SWITCH Training Kit
Sustainable Water Management Improves Tomorrow’s Cities’ Health (SWITCH) program
that was launched in 2006- 2011, with more than 33 partners from 15 countries. This
project was undertaken in 12 cities across the world. As an outcome of this programme,
SWITCH Training kit was developed to guide cities work towards Integrated Urban Water
Management. The AdoptIUWM project was conceptualized with the aim of developing
such a Toolkit to guide Indian cities towards IUWM.

1.3 AdoptIUWM Project
Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM) is a
European Commission funded project being implemented in 2 cities of Rajasthan
(Jaisalmer and Kishangarh) and 2 cities of Maharashtra (Ichalkaranji and Solapur). ICLEI
South Asia is implementing this project in partnership with ICLEI European Secretariat
and Association of Flemish Cities and Municipalities (VVSG). This is a 3.5 year project
which was started in February 2013.
The main aim of the project is to build the capacity of Indian local authorities (LAs) to
undertake water sector reforms through the adoption of Integrated Urban Water
Management (IUWM) principles and practices in their planning, implementation and
management processes. An IUWM based approach aims at encouraging cities to close
their urban water loop by considering water, wastewater and storm water as part
of the same cycle. In the Indian context, since waste also impacts the condition of
water resources, waste has also been considered as the fourth component that
would be addressed under the Project.
The key tasks that would be undertaken as part of the project are:
IUWM Toolkit
Based on the principles of SWITCH Training kit, a toolkit would be developed for
Indian cities to guide them towards IUWM. This toolkit is being developed in 2 parts
 Part A: Background Document
 Existing situation in Indian cities
 Background to IUWM and its relevance in Indian Context
 Institutional and Policy Framework
 Part B: Practical Guide
 Step by step Process for cities to adopt an IUWM based approach
 Overview of select Technologies and Case Studies to support an IUWM based
approach
 Financing options available to facilitate adoption of an IUWM based approach
 Capacity Building
 Training Programmes to train Municipal staff undertake IUWM based approach
 Capacity building workshops
 Action Plan for Project Cites
 IUWM based Action Plans for short, medium and long term are being developed
for all project cities to help them undertake water sector reforms
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 Implementation of Pilot Projects
 2 pilot projects to demonstrate low cost alternative approach towards IUWM
would be undertaken in each project city
 Exposure Visit
 In order to give a first-hand experience to city, State and National level Authorities,
an Exposure visit to Europe would be organized to learn from the European
Experience in implementing an IUWM based approach
 Dissemination workshops

Benefits of the Project at Various levels
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Step by step Process for adoption of an IUWM based approach

1.4 Exposure Visit to Europe
As part of this Project, an Exposure visit to Europe was designed in such a way so as to
help Indian cities learn from European experiences in implementation of IUWM. As part
of the first stakeholder workshop conducted in the cities, the main issues being faced by
the project cities were identified. In order to make the Exposure visit relevant to the
Indian context, ICLEI South Asia conducted further discussions with City and State level
officials to identify the key issues being faced by them. These issues that came out of the
discussions were shared with the European Partners (ICLEI European Secretariat and
VVSG). Based on this information the ICLEI European Secretariat and VVSG developed
the programme and selected case studies and sites to be included in the visit accordingly:
all in close cooperation with the ICLEI South Asian Secretariat.
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The exposure visit was extremely useful in terms of the learnings imparted, site visits
were useful in understanding practical implementation of solutions and interactions with
European officials were helpful in understanding the strategies adopted to address the
issues and challenges faced, which were, not much different from the Indian context.
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2 Exposure Visit
One week long exposure visit (18th April to 26th April 2015) covering case studies in 7
cities in 3 countries of Europe was undertaken. In order to address the issues faced by the
Indian cities in a better manner, case studies that demonstrate integration of various
aspects of the water cycle were chosen; along with case studies addressing issues related
to water supply management, storm water management and wastewater management.
The case studies covered a wide range of initiatives from redesigning existing
framework in the city to address integration in Zaragoza to total water cycle
planning from resource to reuse in Koksijde. The Exposure visit was developed as an
interactive visit which included a mix of presentations, site visits, discussions & meetings
with officials and several interactive exercises.
A group of 12 participants from Central, State and Local governments guided by
representatives from ICLEI South Asia, ICLEI European Secretariat and VVSG participated
in the Exposure visit. The participants for the workshop included:
 National level representatives from MoUD
 Joint Secretary
 Director
 Joint Adviser, CPHEEO
 State level representatives
 Principal Secretary (LSG), Rajasthan
 City Level Representatives
 Mayors (Solapur, Jaisalmer)
 Commissioner/Chief Officer/ Additional Commissioner (Kishangarh, Solapur and
Ichalkaranji)
 Engineers (Solapur, Ichalkaranji and Ajmer/Kishangarh)
Schedule of the Exposure Visit is attached in Annexure 1. List of Participants is
attached as Annexure II.

2.1 Objectives of the visit






To facilitate cross learning from best practices and experiences of European cities on
IUWM
To understand the catalysts for integration, challenges faced and outcomes of an
Integrated approach
To understand the institutional framework adopted in European cities to implement
an IUWM based approach
Exposure to available technologies and approaches for IUWM
Most importantly, to assess applicability of European experiences in IUWM to
the Indian context based on learnings from European cities.
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2.2 Case Studies covered
7 cities over 3 countries were covered during the Exposure visit. The cities visited and the
key thematic areas covered were:
Country
Spain

City
Zaragoza

Institutions/Sites visited
Centre
for
water
environment

and

Centre for the Environment of
the River Ebro

Belgium

Ieper

Ebro River Basin Management
Authority
Verdronken Weide

Harelbeke

Site visit to Beltrami marbles

Site visit to BSV

Germany

Koksijde

Centre of the drinking water
Intermunicipality IWVA

Essen

Emschergenossenschaft

Dortmund

Thyssen-Krupp-Park

Gladbeck

University of Essen
Hahnenbach near Gladbeck
Zeche
Zollverein
Essen
(UNESCO World Heritage Site)
Phoenix Lake

Key thematic areas covered
Restructuring of existing framework to address
integration
Stakeholder involvement in decision making
Dynamic water pricing
Site visit to Ebro river front
Flood protection measures for city as part of
integrated approach
Water centric urban design
Basin level planning
Real time monitoring
Cross links between the sectors: Storm water
management, drinking water management,
recreation/nature
Nature and recreation
Zero Liquid Discharge
100% reuse of solid and liquid waste from marble
processing
Reuse of solid waste from marble industry for soil
conditioning
Planning for water from source to recharge
Recharge of treated wastewater to prevent saline
water ingress
Use of sand Dunes for infiltration of treated
wastewater
Sit visit to infiltration plant
Intermunicipal cooperation
Solid waste management through Intermunicipal
cooperation, especially plastic waste management
Conversion of the Emscher River and the role of
(storm) water in re-developing the region
Ongoing measures for separation of storm water
and wastewater network
Integration of water with land use
Innovative storm water management facilities
Urban redevelopment using water as the core
theme
Innovative storm water management facilities
Restored river bed + Environmental education
Restoration of abandoned mining site
Restoration of former mining site as a lake
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2.3 Spain
Zaragoza
The city of Zaragoza is the capital of the Autonomous Community of Aragón in Northeastern Spain, with a population of nearly 7 Lakh (Ayuntamiento de Zaragoza, 2010a).
The city is located in the arid region and faces extreme water scarcity. The region is prone
to extreme climatic events ranging from floods to droughts.
Climate in the region varies from flood prone to arid and drought prone areas. The city
receives an annual rainfall of nearly 314mm (which is nearly half of that received
by the city of Delhi). An integrated approach has helped the city manage water more
judiciously to reduce water scarcity by encouraging citizens to reduce
consumptions and efficient water management.
Zaragoza is an important city demonstrating successful adoption of an IUWM approach
and was able to attain the desired transformation towards adoption of an IUWM based
approach through support under the SWITCH (Sustainable Water Management Improves
Tomorrow’s Cities’ Health) project. Amongst others, Zaragoza has achieved impressive
results in reducing water losses in its water supply system and increasing investments in
wastewater treatment. The city of Zaragoza was facing a downturn where due to
economic slowdown, investments in infrastructure were very low and
contamination of surface water bodies, untreated wastewater, water scarcity were
some of the issues being faced by the city. Flooding on Ebro River was also common.
In such a scenario, which is similar to infrastructure situation faced by many Indian
cities, Zaragoza used this crisis situation as an opportunity to redesign the entire
water management system in the city using an IUWM based approach.
Zaragoza Centre for Water and Environment

Participants being welcomed at Centre for Water and Environment
Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)
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Participants were welcomed by Mr Jerónimo Blasco, Deputy Mayor of Zaragoza and Mr.
Javier Celma, Director de la Agencia de Medio Ambiente y Sostenibilidad del
Ayuntamiento de Zaragoza. The participants were taken to the Centre for Water and
Environment Library which was created to make the citizens aware of the need for
sustainable water management. The library is completely dedicated to water and
environment.
The session began with a welcome by the officials from Zaragoza who introduced the
participants to the geographical setting of Zaragoza: great variations within a small region
ranging from flooding conditions to water scarcity. The participants were introduced to
the history of the city and its rich architectural heritage.

Presentation by ICLEI European Secretariat and VVSG on IUWM
ICLEI European Secretariat and VVSG introduced the participants to the link between the
SWITCH Project and the AdoptIUWM Project. They also informed the participants that
Zaragoza was one of the project cities under the SWITCH project and the city has received
international awards for its integrated approach towards water management.
Presentation by European Partners also introduced the participants to the concept of
IUWM and how the Exposure visit schedule in the coming week would address an IUWM
based approach. Presentations were given by ICLEI European Secretariat and VVSG on
their work and their role in the AdoptIUWM Project.

Presentation by ICLEI South Asia on AdoptIUWM Project
ICLEI South Asia introduced the participants to the AdoptIUWM Project under which the
current Exposure visit was organized. ICLEI South Asia introduced the participants to the
project and the activities undertaken in all project cities and the stage of development of
the IUWM Toolkit for Indian cities. The Project team also introduced the participants and
officials from Zaragoza to the urban water cycle and issues in each project city. The vision
formulated for each city and the selected pilot projects were also shared with the
Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)
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participants. The IUWM tool developed and being tested in the project cities was also
introduced to the participants.

Presentation by ICLEI Representative

Presentation by Project cities under AdoptIUWM Project
Representatives from Ichalkaranji, Solapur, Kishangarh and Jaisalmer introduced the
gathering to the key issues being faced by their cities, the vision that they have formulated
for integration in the city under the AdoptIUWM Project and the initiatives being
undertaken in the city to address these issues. The cities also discussed the road blocks
they are facing in terms of implementation of an IUWM based approach. The
representatives (Mayors and Commissioner) from each city also addressed the gathering
and shared the issues being faced by their cities.
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Presentations by City representatives and City Associates
on issues faced by Project cities
Some of the key points identified by the cities are:
ISSUES
Jaisalmer
 Wealth of traditional RWH structures and
systems need to be conserved
 Interlinkages between water bodies need to
be conserved
 Need to improve quality of treated
wastewater
 Plastic waste management
 Dependence on single source of water located
in Ganga basin
 Municipal manpower and capacity

Kishangarh

Ichalkaranji
 Pollution of water resources due to untreated
industrial and domestic wastewater
 Water quality leading to spread of diseases
 Regional level pollution of water resources
 Cost recovery

Solapur
 High NRW loss
 Deterioration of local level water resources
 Need for regional level cooperation for IUWM
 High number of slum areas






Pollution of ponds due to untreated
wastewater
discharge
leading
to
eutrophication
Marble waste management
Improper design of STP

Presentation on Zaragoza’s Integrated Water Management Strategy by Javier Celma
"Director de la Agencia de Medio Ambiente y Sostenibilidad del Ayuntamiento de
Zaragoza"
Zaragoza city faced a slowdown and this led to poor condition of water resources in the
city. Untreated wastewater leading to pollution of water resources as well as flooding
were impacting the condition of water bodies in the region till 2005. Expo 2008 on the
theme of Water and Sustainable Development was to be organized in the city in 2008. The
city Authorities took this as an opportunity to overhaul the entire water management
system in the city over a period of 3 years from 2005 to 20084. The city hosted the Expo

4

Zaragoza took the Expo 2008 as an opportunity to re-enforce and extend its efforts and work on IUWM
that it has been implementing since 1997 in the framework of its “Water Saving Programme”.
Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)
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2008 and sent across the message to the global community that Sustainable
Development generates Wealth.
Mr. Celma explained that Water scarcity (particularly a drought in the early 1990s) has
been an important consideration while planning for the future. He also explained that the
Municipal Strategic Plan 1996-2010 put down the ambition to reduce total city water
consumption from 84.7 Mm3 in 1995 to 65 Mm3 by 2010.
River Ebro is the main river (along with its tributaries) and a canal is also present in the
city. As a measure to redesign the city’s water resource management, the
authorities linked the greens to the rivers and invited private investment into
water supply. The initiative was marked by a paradigm shift in the level of
stakeholder involvement: stakeholders were involved in decision making process
for the city and ownership amongst stakeholders was strengthened; along with
transparency in information sharing. Although Water supply management for
Zaragoza is governed by a public agency, smaller subcomponents are sublet to
private agencies based on competitive selection.










The city also took extensive measures to involve citizens in the planning process
and consultations were undertaken to discuss the water requirements by
various sectors.
Tariff structure was designed in a dynamic way which is directly linked to
consumption patterns.
The city undertook measures to double areas under greens and link them to
flood protection systems.
Flood protection systems are designed such that they are integrated with the
greens, biodiversity and landscape of the river banks. Cycling lanes and exercise
areas have been developed along the river banks to bring citizens closer to the
river.
From 2008, important investments were made into River basin management.
Ebro Water Authority has integrated a surveillance system with the river basin
management approach to ensure real time flood monitoring
Long term investments were made to protect the Pyrenees catchment which
provides fresh water to the city
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There was a major project that was launched in Zaragoza to reduce water consumption
and increase public awareness: Saragossa, Water Saving City (1997-2008). Key points
from the programme are as follows:












The goal of the project was to demonstrate the possibility of resolving water scarcity
problems by employing approaches that were cheaper, more environmentally friendly
and that avoided social conflict and by increasing the efficiency of water use.
Citizens, industrial groups and private sector are invited by Authorities for
stakeholder consultations and are also encouraged to reduce consumption.
Once the water requirements of various sectors were decided amongst
stakeholders, this information is used to formulate the water requirement of the
city and to decide tariffs. Once the citizens have committed to the usage pattern
and tariff, they are required to abide by the same
Industrial group and private consumers were specifically involved as they were bulk
consumers.
Water efficient technologies and fixtures were introduced
The main and integral part of the project was the importance given to its citizens
and awareness campaign. The project selected 50 Examples of Good Practice as
regards Technology and Habits in parks and gardens, public buildings and
industry so as to create reference points and models for replication.
The city targeted involvement of 1 lakh citizens to commit to efficient water
management and managed to save 1,176 million litres, equivalent to 5.6% of the city’s
annual domestic consumption. A major achievement was awareness amongst the
general public and increased participation.
As a result of the project, although the population of Zaragoza is increasing, the
water consumption of the city is going down. The per capita consumption has
been brought down to 97lpcd.

Zaragoza City’s population increased from 606,069 to 682,283 between 1997 and 2008
(an increase of over 12%); Yet, the city’s overall water consumption reduced from 84.8 to
61.5 million m3 , respectively, which was a reduction in consumption of 27% during this
period. This case study demonstrates how a city-wide multi-sectoral, integrated and
participatory approach can make Water Demand Management a reality. This is an
important lesson for Indian cities where water infrastructure is totally demand
oriented and supply side availability is given less importance.

Presentation on the infrastructural improvements necessary to implement water
saving and management strategy – by José Ramón Entralgo Layunta. "Jefe del
Departamento de Conservación y Explotación de Infraestructuras"
Combined approach to Municipal water management for 6 cities was discussed. Before
January 2013 management of the water supply was done by different municipal services
without legal personality and within own budget. This led to several issues related to
environment and water quality.
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In 2013, a new municipal company Eco city Zaragoza Management of Sanitation and
Purification was formulated with 100% public management and involvement of private
sector for subcomponent. Contractors were involved for specific purposes like
Maintenance and reading, exploitation of water resources, maintenance and cleaning of
the sewer network, execution of any kind of enlargement and renovation works were
hired through competitive bidding.
Complementary plan (2002-2010) for improving the quality and management of the
water supply in Zaragoza has been designed. The objectives of the Plan is to-achieve a
high rate of renewal of facilities and outdated network lines. Greater control over the flow
rate supplied, more uniformity in chlorine level as well as reduction of water consumption
in the city are some of the targets. Planned investment: € 81.6 million
In order to address the issue of coordination between various related departments,
Department of Environment became the department which dealt with cross cutting
issues and components across departments.
Presentation on the water tariff system and its implications– by Joaquín García
Lucea. Jefe de Unidad de tasas y precios públicos
In order to optimize system efficiency and transparency, the city envisaged a target of one
meter for every 2 individuals in the city and has been able to achieve this. In order to
ensure equity, even in case of people sharing the apartment, a dynamic water tariff system
was designed.
Under the new water pricing system, Zaragoza City Council is charging water users on the
basis of two costs:
1) Fixed cost for service provision
2) Variable cost for volume of water used
Single cost is charged for water supply and sewerage.
Determination of variable fee for ordinary domestic consumption is calculated on
the basis of:
For a Household with 2 members, the pricing is calculated as:
1st Consumer fixed Pricing + Variable charge for 2nd consumer = Total household Tariff
[Z x (3.50m3/capita/month)] + (2.50 m3/capita/month) = 6 m3/month/HH
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Source: JEFE de Unidad de tasas y precios públicos

Technical details of tariff calculation are given in each bill. Additionally the water bill:
 Helps user compare their usage pattern for last month or for the same duration last
year to enable users to compare their usage pattern and further reduce their
consumption
 For nontechnical users, an animated character is used to highlight the key points of
the bill each month.
The participants found this system of tariff extremely interesting as it is highly
transparent and enables users to check their usage over time.
Representative from UN office to support International Decade for Action “Water
for life” 2005 to 2015, Ms. Josefina Maestu Unturbe also interacted with the
participants over lunch.
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Interactive session with the Officers from Zaragoza Department of Environment and
sustainability
An interactive session exercise was undertaken to make Indian cities strategize an IUWM
based approach based on the learnings from the city of Zaragoza. The participants were
divided into 2 groups: One for Rajasthan and one for Maharashtra. Each group had
members from the respective city and state governments, representatives from Zaragoza
Authorities, representatives from ICLEI South Asia and representatives from European
Partners on the AdoptIUWM Project. The participants mainly took the opportunity to ask
the respective Zaragoza city officials about their experience, tips, etc. based on the Indian
cities challenges. The groups were requested to:

Step 1: Prioritize 2 Key issues faced by the Project cities in the state
Step 2: Discuss the Vision that has been formulated by the city (as part of 2nd Stakeholder
workshop) for IUWM
Step 3: Identify road blocks in attaining the vision
Step 4: Identify measures that can be taken, based on experience from Zaragoza that can
help cities address these road blocks
Based on discussions, the findings of the 2 groups are listed below:
Rajasthan
1. Key issues identified
a. Marble waste management
b. Pollution of water bodies
2. Roadblocks to attaining vision
a. Relevant
and
economical
technologies
b. Technologies that can be replicated
c. Water scarcity
3. Measures for future
a. Technologies best suited to manage
marble waste need to be identified.
The technologies that are known

Maharashtra
1. Key issues identified
a. Scheduling of water supply
b. Water metering
c. Regional level pollution
2. Roadblocks to attaining Vision
a. Water scarcity
b. Lack of awareness and community
involvement
c. Lack of funds
d. Lack of political will and regional
level cooperation
3. Measures for future
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Rajasthan
Maharashtra
presently are too expensive to be
a. Scheduling of water supply to cater
upscaled.
to priority services first and should
b. ICLEI South Asia representatives
involve social groups in planning
suggested reuse of marble waste in
process
making bricks and pavers
b. Training of women groups
c. Need for introducing wastewater
c. Prioritize key linkages with social
treatment facilities along the banks
groups for implementation
of Hameer Sagar and at the link
d. For key issues all key stakeholders
between the two ponds was
including political, NGOs, private
discussed
sector, etc. should sign an MoU to
d. MoU between State government and
confirm intent towards integration
Zaragoza Agencies can be explored
e. Council can charge composite bill
to enable further adoption of best
for water supply costs and sewerage
practices by cities of Rajasthan.
f. Construction of dams is not a
e. Visit by Zaragoza officials to
solution. Citizens should reduce
Rajasthan to study existing situation
water consumption and increase
and how best an IUWM based
reuse or recharge
approach can be adopted in such a
g. For regional pollution: Single
scenario can be undertaken.
Authority to be made responsible
for river basin management
including catchment area. Users
and polluters can be made to pay
charges proportional to usage or
pollution.
h. To
control
eutrophication,
Authorities should take steps
towards
promoting
low
Phosphorus
products
like
detergents and fertilizers.
Site Visit: Visit to Centre for Environment for River Ebro and visit to River Ebro
A visit was arranged to the Centre for Environment for River Ebro where the pre and post
Expo images of Zaragoza city were shared with the participants. River Ebro and its
neighboring area faced issues similar to those faced by Indian cities in the present day
context. The last floods had inundated around 20,000 hectares land in Aragon and
relocation of people to safer lands was a big challenge for the city Authorities. Using the
Expo as a catalyst and the River as the center point for transformation, the city was
able to restructure its entire water management within a span of 3 years for the
International Expo on "Water and Sustainable Development" organized in the city
from 14 June to 14 September 2008.
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Map of River floodplain management
Source: Centre for Environment for River Ebro

As a measure for flood protection, the boundary of the river was delineated and flood
defenses were constructed within the existing floodplain. A combination of grey and green
infrastructural measures were undertaken to control flooding. Grey measures included
embankments and demarcation of the boundary of the river. Green measures included
development of parks and recreational areas along the river which also acted as flood
protection measures. The key to reviving the river was to open up the river to the city
and the people by creating terraces, recreational spaces and cycling tracks along
the river to make the citizens come closer to the River. These river side greens
enable the river to carry more water by flooding the banks if necessary; and
therefore, act as a flood protection measure for the surrounding, built-up and
elevated parts of the city along the river.
A visit to River Ebro itself was also conducted to see the damage caused by the last
flood, on ground measures undertaken for flood protection and their integration in
the landscape. Cycling tracks and parks which brought the citizens closer to the
River were also visited. The landscaping of the river banks as well as the surrounded
areas was explained by Mr Francisco Pellicer. He informed that landscaping was
specifically designed considering the safety of people from flood waters as well as
beautification to enhance the interaction of citizens with nature.
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Site Visit: Visit to Ebro River Basin Management Authority

A visit to Ebro River Basin Management Authority was undertaken to understand the
basin level planning approach adopted by the city of Zaragoza. In 1930s, the
Confederación Hidrográfica del Ebro (CHE), or Ebro River Basin Confederation was
established. This government agency manages the waters of the river basin on behalf of
the different user groups in the basin, using modern infrastructure and equipment. This
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agency is the first of its kind in Spain and has acted as point of reference for river basin
organizations in other parts of the World as well. It was explained that from the
institutional perspective, River Ebro is strongly regulated.
The participants were informed that at Municipal level, Municipal Water Commissions
have been constituted. This finds its origins in the Local Agenda 21 for addressing local
environmental management, to which Zaragoza committed in the 1990s. As part of that
Local Agenda 21 process, water was prioritized as a key area of work in the Municipal
Strategic Plan 1996-2010. This then reflected in citizen participation in various Agenda
21 Commissions. The Municipal Water Commission is one of these. This Commission is
made up of representatives of different Municipal departments, citizen groups, organized
civil society and other stakeholders. This is a deliberative body providing advice on
municipal policies and by-laws around water supply and sanitation services5.
Aragón Water Commission is an institution that was created in 2004 as a platform for
decision making on water issues, as far as these concern the competences of the
Autonomous Community to promote investments in River basin.
After the historic floods of Zaragoza, the River Basin Authority developed a system
of real time monitoring of all major channels in the basin. A real time water quality
and water quantity monitoring system named SAIH Ebro has been developed and is used
to monitor and manage water and floods at a basin level. The system enables the River
Basin Authority detect increased flows upstream and hence, regulate the weirs and flood
defences to manage/delay/regulate floods before they reach the city. Detailed
hydrological studies of the floods and character of catchment have been undertaken to
develop the modelling software. This system also helps the Authorities to regulate
water quality and quantity at the source and also comply with the goals laid down
under Water Framework Directive.
Water Framework Directive in Europe has been the key policy framework that has
initiated Basin oriented planning. As part of the Water Framework Directive, River
Basin Management Plans are developed for each catchment and goals and targets
are set out clearly.

5

Smits et al., Zaragoza: Taking pride in integrated water management in the city. Available at
https://www.zaragoza.es/contenidos/medioambiente/switch/Zaragoza_City_Assessment_2010.pdf, accessed in May 2015.
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Zaragoza

All participants found this to be the most interesting case study that can be
strategically replicated in the Indian context. The Ministry officials also had
discussions with the River Basin Authority officials to facilitate implementation of
such projects in the Indian context, especially from the perspective of flood
protection during monsoons, water quality management and better management
of water allocation. It was extremely interesting to note the extent and scale of
planning required for basin management of Zaragoza.
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2.4 Belgium
City of Ieper: Restoration of the pool ‘Drowned Meadow’ causing integration across
sectors: storm water management, drinking water supply, nature development and
soft recreation
With 35.000 inhabitants, the city of Ieper is a middle sized town in Belgian province of
West Flanders. The city presents a good example of cross links between the sectors: storm
water management, drinking water management, and recreation/nature. Mr Lieven
Stubbe, (Head of Department of Environmental Education and Landscaping of the city of
Ieper) and Mr Hein Lapauw (Expert, Sustainability of the city of Ieper) guided the
participants on initiatives taken up by the city of Ieper.
The city was developed as a Fort city with a moat around it. In the middle ages it was an
important centre for textile manufacturing.
The soils around Ieper are resting on a heavy clay layer which easily get saturated during
rains and become very dry during summers. This led to the city of Ieper initiating a public
municipal drinking water agency in the middle ages (1217) that created reservoir pools
around the city to capture surface water for drinking water production. Over the years,
the water system of the city developed in such a way that wastewater was being
discharged into the river and storm water was being diverted into the moat. The city was
designed as a series of flood control layers, whereby, the outer fort wall of the city could
protect the city from floods of nearly 10m height.

Over the years, with increasing pollution of the river due to wastewater discharge, the city
decided to retrofit the existing urban water infrastructure and use the traditional
infrastructure to separate storm water and wastewater. Even today, the city has
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combined lines for storm water and wastewater and any repair works to the sewers are
obliged to undertake separation of storm water and wastewater channels. The city of
Ieper was a good example of studying how an existing or traditional system be
modified to address IUWM.
The maintenance of two existing pools: Zillebeekvijver and Dikkebusvijver and the
restoration of the pool ‘Drowned Meadow’ has a central function in the retrofitting of the
water system of Ieper. These pools play a multifunctional intersectoral purpose and
demonstrate an example of intergovernmental cooperation.
‘Drowned Meadow’ is a retention basin of 32 ha of which 16 ha is created as a deeper
reservoir for the production of drinking water. During heavy rains, the overflow from the
reservoir flows into the green area or retention basin around the reservoir and hence, less
storm water is discharged into the canals around the city. As a result, the instances of
flooding in the city have gone down as against the flood occurrences that occurred before
the creation of the ‘Drowned Meadow’.
A drinking water production plant is abstracting and filtering 6000 m³/day of drinking
water out of the surface water of the two pools ‘Drowned Meadow and Zillebeekvijver’.
The pool Drowned Meadow is also developed and maintained as a site of wet nature,
resting place for many birds and place for soft recreation for the citizens.
The retention basin is maintained by the region of Flanders, the drinking water
production was built and maintained by the drinking water agency of the city of Ieper and
is now maintained by the Watergroep (a drinking water agency of the Flemish region).
The nature values around the pool are maintained in a cooperation between ANB (the
nature agency of the Flemish government), VMM afdeling water (the water agency of the
Flemish government), the city of Ieper, the environmental advisory council of the city of
Ieper and Natuurpunt (a private nature organisation). In a yearly terrain commission
these partners decide about the planning of the maintenance actions, the average water
levels and the developing of soft recreation and nature value.

Site Visit: Water Treatment Plant
A site visit to a Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was also organized. This WTP was being
used to treat water to tertiary standards. The unique feature of this WTP was the use of
Ferrous based coagulants and integration of storm water in drinking water supply.
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Visit to Stone Processing plant in Harelbeke
STONE PROCESSING PLANT AND SOIL CONDITIONING PLANT
Site visits to Beltrami Marbles, based in Harelbeke (marble factory) and BSV (soil
conditioning plant which uses marble slurry waste for soil conditioning) were
undertaken. Kishangarh and other cities in Rajasthan face extensive issues related to
marble slurry and marble waste management. Hence, this site visit was specifically
designed to address the issue of marble waste management.

SITE VISIT: Beltrami Marble Processing Plant
Beltrami marbles, which also has supply chain links with India, was visited by the
Participants. Mr. Joost Baert, Managing Director, Beltrami Marbles welcomed the
participants and gave a presentation on the wide array of marble products which are
processed at Beltrami. Some of the source stone to Beltrami also comes from India,
including Rajasthan.
Mr. Baert highlighted the industry’s focus on attaining sustainable resource
utilization and resource optimization. To this effect, the marble processing plant,
which is conventionally water intensive, was designed as a ZERO WATER PLANT (no
wastewater generation and no water intake from external sources). The plant
design incorporated large water harvesting tanks at the base of the unit which
captured rain water and this acted as the main source of water for the industry.
Water is being used in the plant for marble processing and after use, the marble
slurry based wastewater generated is deftly treated to separate water and slurry.
The liquid is reused within the marble industry and the waste generated is taken
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by companies like BSV which reuse it. Hence, the plant was nearly a Zero Waste
Generation Plant and a Zero Liquid Discharge Plant.
This was a very useful example for replication in the Indian context. More marble
processing units in India can be encouraged to become Zero Liquid Discharge units.

Waste Minimization Process at Beltrami Marbles. Source: Beltrami Marbles

Since 2008 BELTRAMI has been member of the Workgroup on sustainable Natural
Stone (WGDN) and has adopted its code of conduct. This code outlines the norms and
values to which we adhere for the procurement of natural stone. Hence, the company
strives to keep the impact caused by its commercial activities to minimum levels. Since
2010 BELTRAMI has also become a member of Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and
strives towards implementing the ETI Code in its Indian and Chinese supply chain. The
company regularly organises awareness campaigns to encourage employees to consider
the amount of water, energy and paper they use, not only at work but at home as well.6
A: Waste and slurry from processing are carried to sedimentation tank
B: Flocculent is added to separate solid and liquid water
C: Decanter where solid settles down (mud) and liquid floats at the top due to spinning
motion. Water from the decanter is recirculated for reuse
D: Solid waste (mud) from decanter is emptied into tank

6

Beltrami Natural stone
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E: Pump in the tank to prevent settling of mud. Mud is pumped to the Filter Press where
water is recovered from the mud and the waste is collected for sale to BSV
F: Mud being fed to Filter Press
G: Filter Press. Recovered water from filter press is redirected to the sump well from
where it is recirculated in the processing plant for use.
A tour to the processing plant was also conducted to see the methods used for separation
and reuse of solid and liquid waste. This was followed by a discussion session headed by
the Principal Secretary, Rajasthan. The key outcomes of this discussion were:




Participants were keen to collaborate with the company to learn from its
experiences and apply them to the Indian context
The Principal Secretary suggested that a visit by the team of experts from
Beltrami marbles can be arranged to the marble processing plants in Rajasthan.
A workshop can be arranged for knowledge exchange between representatives
from Beltrami Marble and Marble Association of Kishangarh to discuss technical
details of potential cross learnings.
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SITE VISIT: Soil Conditioning Plant
Site visit to BSV plant for soil conditioning was undertaken to see practical reuse of marble
slurry waste for soil conditioning. The site visit was guided by Mr Olivier Vanpeteghem,
Engineer, BSV. Owing to strict regulations in Europe regarding soil quality, agencies from
various parts of Belgium bring contaminated soil to BSV site for treatment. BSV uses
marble slurry waste to mix it with the contaminated soil as marble slurry waste is inert
and adds smooth texture to soil. This case example was not much relevant to the Indian
context as such soil quality control regulations don’t exist in India.
Coverage of visit by Indian Team to BSV:
http://www.bsv-nv.be/bezoek-indiase-steden-en-gemeenten-aan-bsv-en-devamix/
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Visit to Koksijde, Belgium
INTERMUNICIPAL COOPERATION AND USE OF SAND DUNES FOR WASTEWATER REUSE
AND AQUIFER RECHARGE

Koksijde, is located along the North Sea, 5 km north-west of Veurne and 10 km northeast of the French border. The municipality of Koksijde has been functional since 1976
and was made by merging smaller Municipalities of Koksijde, Oostduinkerke, SintIdesbald and Wulpen. The city is facing pressures of increasing population as well as from
floating population which is nearly equivalent to the city population during summers
because of beach tourism. The daily use of drinking water in summer is 2.5 times the daily
use in winter.
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The delegation was welcomed by Mr. Jan Loones, vice mayor of the city of Koksijde. Mr. J
Verbauwhede Director of IWVA (Drinking Water Inter-Municipality) and Mr. Emmanuel
Vanhoutte, geologist at IWVA, showed a video to the participants on source to reuse
planning of water resources and how saline water ingress is being contained by
aquifer recharge using sand dunes.
The city of Koksijde owing to its location along the coast and abstraction of
groundwater for supply, was facing issues related to saline water ingress. Owing to
limited availability of fresh water sources, the Municipality decided to use treated
wastewater for aquifer recharge to maintain balance between freshwater and
prevent saline water ingress and water requirements for floating population. The
Authorities presently treat wastewater and use sand dunes to filter and percolate
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the treated wastewater into ground. This concept can be applicable in Coastal areas
of India and arid regions of Rajasthan where saline water can be diluted using
treated wastewater.
The city presents a good example of INTERMUNICIPAL COOPERATION where 6
Municipalities came together to treat and manage their water and wastewater.
IWVA (Intercommunale Waterleidiingsmaatschappu Van Veurne Ambacht) is a public
body with only cities and municipalities in its board which manages water resources in
the region. In Flanders there are several forms of intermunicipal cooperation.
Aquifer recharge has helped in reducing natural groundwater extraction, implantation of
ecological management of dunes and has helped in maximising the use of existing
infrastructure.
For maintaining the freshwater equilibrium, wastewater is first treated with a
traditional STP managed by Aquafin, the agency of the Flemish region responsible
for sewage treatment plants in Flanders. After that the effluent is treated by the
intermunicipality IWVA using Ultra filtration, Reverse Osmosis and UV filtration.
The treated wastewater is then stored in a large open pond which uses the sand
dunes at the base for percolation. The intake pumps of IWVA are located at a
distance of at least 300m from the pond and after filtration, water is extracted again
for use. This approach is extremely beneficial for the city as when floating
population is high, the water demand is high and the high population also generates
a lot of wastewater which is treated to generate more water for the population.
HENCE, WASTEWATER BECOMES A RESOURCE FOR THE CITY.
The Municipality owns the catchment area of the pond and is presently also
considering options for direct supply of treated wastewater without percolation
using sand dunes.

SITE VISIT: Sand Dune Filtration Site and Water Treatment Plant
Site visit to the pond was also organized by IWVA. St-André – Managed Aquifer recharge
using 30 wells, 10 wells Collection point (ZP2) and Infiltration pond (18.200 m²) with
variation were visited. The impact on environment caused by extraction was minimized
by placing the wells strategically. The Water Treatment site of IWVA was also visited
where aeration and sand filtration is used. The Participants found this concept to be
extremely useful and applicable to the Indian context.
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Process of treatment of wastewater and infiltration for maintaining balance to
prevent saline water ingress. Source: IWVA

PRESENTATIONS
Presentation on Solid Waste Management using Inter Municipal Cooperation
Presentation by Intermunicipal waste company IVVO on the solid waste policy was given
by Mr Hein Lapauw (Expert, Sustainability of the city of Ieper) and Mr. Johan Del’Haye
(Plant manager biowaste treatment). They highlighted that since cities in the region are
small, Intermunicipal cooperation provides a platform for cities to manage waste in
collaboration. This results in more economic, environment friendly and efficient waste
management.
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Mr Johan Del’haye explained the process of recuperation of Biogas by anaerobic digestion
of source separated household waste. For example invasive plants gathered from
eutrophic waterbodies can also be added and processed in this biogas plant.
Also projects on introducing Poly Lactic Acid based recyclable cups which are 100%
biodegradable and can replace conventional plastic cups were explained.
Initiatives on sensitization of citizens on preventing and cleaning up litter were
explained.
Finally Mr Hein Lapauw gave some explanation on sewage treatment in Flanders. Small
sewers are build and maintained by the cities or their intermunicipalities. Big wastewater
collectors and sewage treatment plants treating wastewater from 2000 households or
more are built and maintained by Aquafin, the wastewater treatment agency of the
regional government of Flanders. Sewage treatment plants treating wastewater from less
than 2000 households are the responsibility of the cities or their intermunicipalities.
Individual wastewater treatment plants for individual houses that are remote from city
centres are the responsibility of the citizens themselves, but several cities and
municipalities (like Ieper) offer to build and maintain these individual treatment plants
on the private property of the owners of the houses.

Presentation on Inter Municipal Cooperation for Plastic Waste Management
Plastic waste management is a key issue plaguing Indian cities and hence, was included
as a topic under the exposure visit. A site visit to the plant could not be arranged but
videos and presentation explaining the working of the waste processing plant and plastic
waste facility were shown. Presentation by Mr. Koen Delie, Director External Affairs of
IMOG (another solid waste intermunicipality) highlighted the various types of plastics
available and the possible reuse that these plastics can be put to. Also the necessity to
separate plastic waste from other waste streams and to cooperate in this with the citizens
was explained. Reuse of plastic waste in making polystyrene foam (used for making
quilts) and other usable products was also shared.
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2.5 Germany
City of Essen
The Emscher region in which Essen is located, is one of the most important European
locations in the field of water and environmental management. The city developed as an
industrial base (primarily centred around coal mining) but over the years, coal and heavy
industry experienced an economic downturn leading to a huge structural change,
emigration, loss of jobs, etc. By that time the environment (and water sources) were
highly degraded due to direct and indirect impacts of industries and coal mining. The
entire region had to re-invent itself and used water as a main driver of redeveloping the
entire region, re-developing cities, shifting to a service-oriented economy.
In order to address this, Emschergenossenschaft, an already existing institution in the city
was assigned a new role of water management of the river Emscher and its tributaries,
using integrated approach to address water related issues.
Visit to Emscher Genossenschaft, Essen, Germany
The participants visited Emschergenossenschaft, Emscher Water Management
Association in Essen. The participants were welcomed by Prof. Teichgräber (Head of
Department for Technical Services, Emschergenossenschaft) and Ms Ulrike Raasch, a
technical officer for storm water management.

Presentation on the profile of Emschergenossenschaft
Prof. Teichgräber, introduced Emschergenossenschaft as a statutory body formed under
public law for the Emscher river catchment area. The aim of the body is to serve the
collective good of the public and the benefits of its members. In 2005, an ambitious plan
for the Emscher catchment region was envisioned: to reduce sewer runoff by 15 % over
the next 15 years by encouraging people to disconnect storm water runoff from the sewer
system and reduce the amount of water entering the sewers.
Emschergenossenschaft is a water board for the Emscher catchment which is a
combination of the association and corporations with Ministry of the Environment of
NRW in charge of water management as a supervising authority. This board comprises of
diverse members like Municipalities, commercial enterprises and mining industries etc.
Another interesting feature about Emschergenossenschaft is that for
implementation of Water Framework Directive, selection of agencies already
working in the water sector was done and these were assigned tasks to manage
water resources in the city and river basin. In the presence of a separate River Basin
Authority, the agency acts as another level of institutional agency working towards
water management and looks at water supply, water treatment and river condition
in totality in the Emscher region along with the River Basin Authority.
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Sectors managed by Emschergenossenschaft. Source: Emschergenossenschaft
Presentation on the conversion of the Emscher River and the role of (storm) water in
re-developing the region – by Ms Ulrike Raasch (Emschergenossenschaft)
Ms Ulrike Raasch presented the reconstruction projects in the Emscher area based on the
idea of integrated planning. The key feature of this presentation was how the Water
Infrastructure and River Basin play a role in determining land use and hence,
formulation of a Master Plan for the region.
The city presently has combined sewer systems in which storm water and wastewater are
drained collectively. This leads to wastage of reusable storm water and leads to combined
sewer overflows during rains which pollute the water bodies. The agency is making
efforts to separate clean and polluted water in the pipelines but at the same time, efforts
are being made to encourage residents to separate connections at a HH level.
A Master plan for the region has been prepared by active involvement of citizens which
will be based on four components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

City Planning /Open spaces
Creation
Ecology
Water management
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This will be a “milestone” for a long term planning process in the region.

SITE VISIT: Thyssen-Krupp-Park and University of Essen, Germany
Thysen Krupp Park
Thyssen Krupp Park was an industrial site spread over several acres which has now been
redeveloped by private entities for its real estate potential catering primarily to
commercial estate development, residential estate development and green recreational
areas. The area is being provided with parks, cycling tracks and leisure area for the
community. The ThyssenKrupp Quarter is being developed as a symbol of forward
looking, sustainable development for the Group.
Mr Christochowitz and Mr Augustin mentioned that before construction work started, the
entire site of the Quarter was examined for possible legacies from almost 200 years of
industrial history and pollution. There were issues such as obstructions or contamination
of soil and water. With the assistance of experts, minor contamination was treated before
redeveloping the site. Cycling tracks and greens are being incorporated in the design of
the site to ensure sustainability.
University of Essen
The University of Essen has developed a system of RWH whereby water from the roof of
all residential accommodations is being collected in a pond in the centre of the university.
This pond not only adds to the aesthetic value and biodiversity in the campus, it also plays
a role in lowering the temperature at the local level. A treatment plant based on natural
systems has also been provided below ground in the university campus. The university
campus has also been provided with cycling tracks.
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SITE VISIT: Site visit to Hahnenbach near Gladbeck, Essen
A site visit to an old canal that was once polluted due to the industrial activities in the area
was undertaken. This site was earlier used for transporting coal and the canal was
polluted due to wastewater from industries, households and mining sites. In recent years,
this canal has been restored to its original state and wastewater entering the canal has
been diverted to an STP located 10km upstream. The canal has been restored to its
original ecological state and plants, biodiversity and cycle tracks have been reintroduced
on the site. A reminiscent portion of the original canal can still be seen on the site. The
site is also used for environmental education and presents a good example of naturally
restoring canals.
The main attractions of the place were the stepping stones featuring quotes and figurines
of the local biodiversity. The work was done by the school children’s as part of four Brauck
neighbourhood festivals between 2008 and 2011, as well as in numerous community
cooperation campaigns, local people were invited to contribute their ideas to the “Our
Hahnenbach” think tank. “Our Hahnenbach”, the water adventure path developed jointly
by Emscher Genossenschaft and Gladbeck-Brauck urban development representative7.
The area is mainly habited by the disadvantaged communities which were impacted
during the industrialization process. The project under the umbrella of the ’United for the
New Emscher Valley’ in the unique Emscher redevelopment project aims at improving
quality of life for these people and involving them in revival of the canal.

7

Diverse, Vital, Appealing. The Emscher Redevelopment Project: An inspiring once in a century urban redevelopment
project, Available at
http://www.eglv.de/fileadmin/EmscherGenossenschaft/1.4_Services/1.4.1_Infomaterial/1_4_1_Infomaterial_downloads/Viel
faeltig_E.pdf, accessed in May 2015.
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SITE VISIT: PHOENIX LAKE
Phoenix lake case study demonstrated how a former industrial site can be converted into
a living area and new neighbourhood by using water and green infrastructure as central
drivers.
Here the participants also came across a voluntary campaign initiated by a local artist
to emphasize the need for plastic waste management. The Artist encouraged the
citizens to contribute plastic waste for recycling to “save the heart of the earth”. The
plastic waste thus collected was taken for recycling.

Plastic waste Awareness drive by local artist to ‘save the heart of earth’
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3 CONCLUDING EXERCISE
To conclude the exposure visit, an exercise was conducted with the participants to assess
how the learnings form the exposure visit can be carried forward at the National, State
and City level. This exercise was conducted in 2 groups: One with representatives from
National and State government and the other with representatives from project cities.
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The participants were given cards and were asked to write their views under 3 categories:
1. Positive learnings or best case studies from the Exposure visit
Which case studies did the participants find most useful for replication in the Indian
context
2. What was still missing?
Any further case studies that the participants would have liked to visit and were not
addressed under the present schedule
3. How will they take this forward?
How will the cities take the learnings from the exposure visit forward in their
respective cities or realms of work.
The key findings from the two groups are given below:
Central
and
State
Government
Representatives
Best
Case Zaragoza
storm
water
Studies/
management
system
Positive
through basin level planning
learnings from + Flood protection measures
Exposure Visit
in Zaragoza

City representatives

River basin planning approach in
Zaragoza
Solid waste management practices in
cities visited

Real time monitoring in Metering at the level of all households
Zaragoza
Greening of cities
Heritage conservation and
management in Zaragoza Cable free roads
which was also integrated
with water management
Women empowerment
Koksijde waste water reuse High level of Community involvement
for aquifer recharge
Strict enforcement by agencies and
Solid waste management in abidance by citizens
Ieper
Use of sand dunes for filtration and
Urban Renewal project recharge of treated wastewater to
which was integrated with maintain aquifer balance and prevent
sustainable practices like saline water ingress in Koksijde
cycle paths, greens and
recreational areas
Waste collection containers in every
locality in Essen
Engaging
public
in
developing the city of the Restoration
and
greening
of
future
abandoned industrial site
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Central
and
Government
Representatives

State City representatives

Intermunicipal Cooperation is an
interesting idea. Since cities in India
are unable to manage infrastructure
locally, a regional approach can be
useful.
Green River
Zaragoza

front

development,

Commitment and dedication towards
work
All cities have cycle tracks which are
environment friendly
Measures taken by cities for public
awareness
Healthy relation between citizens and
Local Authorities
Issues
not Examples from Essen and Approaches that can be adopted for
addressed
Ieper can be replaced with high
density/high
population
completely
better case studies
settlements
Affordable housing

Privatization of civic amenities

Non-motorized
transport Most technologies required high
and best practices for investments. Low cost technologies
transportation
should also be shared.
Transit
development

oriented Marble slurry management
Plastic waste reuse

Way forward

Sewage Treatment units
 Individual level
 Community level
 City level
Approach for storm water
management in Zaragoza
can be included under the
Storm water Management
Manual being developed

Real time monitoring system used in
Zaragoza can also be developed in the
Indian context
Visits by Experts from European cities
to Indian cities to enable further
exchange of technologies.
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Central
and
State
Government
Representatives
Approach towards SWM in
Belgium can be included
under SWM Manual to
showcase best practices

City representatives

Focus on
1. Reduce consumption
Reduction in use of
natural resources
2. Reduce
waste
generation
3. Sustainability
Focus on entire water
cycle for sustainability:
Agencies in Europe focus
on the entire cycle in
totality including supply,
treatment,
recharge/reuse
for
surface as well as
groundwater
4. Stakeholder
Consultations
Citizen involvement
Political synergies

Recycling of wastewater

Development of lakes and water
bodies in project cities along the lines
of European water bodies: Cycling
tracks, catchment area conservation,
Koksijde approach can be walkways and Water sports facilities
replicated to reduce saline for recreational purposes can be
ingress in coastal areas
developed.

Reuse of treated wastewater to
recharge and revive local ponds and
recharge ground water
Door to door waste collection
Plantation, greening and landscaping
along main roads of the city
Intermunicipal cooperation for water
management can be replicated at the
State level in Rajasthan
Redesign the approach used to
address issues based on learnings
from European cities
Involvement of women

More
visits
can
be Special focus on awareness generation
exchanged
with
Essen
officials
Cluster level activities can be explored
Ebro Basin Management
Plan
and
Koksijde
Sustainable
water
management
can
be
replicated in Indian context

Integrated approach to be used to
revive water resources in the city
Water pricing structure in Zaragoza
can be implemented in Indian cities
for dynamic pricing

MoU
for
sustainable
development
has
been
signed between GoI and GoG.
This MoU can be taken
further through association
with European officials
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The participants were very enthusiastic in sharing their learnings and thanked
ICLEI South Asia, ICLEI European Secretariat and Association of Flemish Cities and
Municipalities (VVSG) for organizing the Exposure visit which was a great learning
experience and changed their perspective of looking at day to day issues. One of the
Mayors even committed to showing on ground implementation results, based on
learnings from Exposure visit, in their city within 1 year. The participants found the
case studies and learnings very informative and were keen on replicating the same
in their respective cities/realms of work. The participants also suggested that more
such exposure visits should be organized to promote sustainable and integrated
development. In the end, all the participants pledged that they will surely adopt IUWM
in their cities and implement the best possible strategies to save and integrate water
management.
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"The case studies showed that Reduced usage, sustainability
and stakeholder consultations are the pillars for integrated
development of a city."
Mr. Parmod Kumar
Director, Ministry of Urban Development

"Learnings from the Exposure visit are useful and can be
incorporated in the storm water manual being prepared by
CPHEEO to facilitate wider uptake"
Mr. VK Chaurasia
Joint Adviser (PHEE) and Project Director (National Mission on
Sustainable Habitat)

3.1 Concluding Remarks
The exposure visit was extremely useful in understanding the concept of integration and
the holistic planning approach adopted by Municipalities and Authorities in Europe for
IUWM. This integrated approach is useful for ensuring sustainable development in the
long term. Indian cities are facing issues related to water scarcity and water pollution. An
integrated approach can help cities attain a sustainable water future.
The case studies that were most relevant to the Indian context were:
 Restructuring the entire existing framework to incorporate IUWM aspect in
Zaragoza.
 Dynamic water tariff system in Zaragoza
 Basin level planning and real time monitoring for flood management in
Zaragoza: Several Indian cities face floods every year. A basin level planning approach
is very useful in managing River Catchments. A real time monitoring system can help
reduce damages caused by floods. Both these aspects can be integrated with the
Namami Gange Project to ensure sustainable River Management
 Solid waste management practices in Belgium and Essen: Intermunicipal
cooperation for SWM in Belgium, plastic waste recycling systems, efficient system of
dustbins in Essen and community involvement for plastic waste recycling to ‘save the
heart of the earth’ are concepts that can be very useful for application in the Indian
context.
 Intermunicipal Cooperation: Municipalities in India face constraints related to
capacity and funds. The concept of Intermunicipal cooperation can be very useful in
managing and providing infrastructure at a regional level in Indian cities
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Marble waste management: Examples from Belgium can be useful for promoting
Zero Liquid Discharge in marble industries in India.
Koksijde Integrated water management: Comprehensive planning for water sector
right from source to reuse was extremely useful in demonstrating the concept of
IUWM. Indian cities can adopt this integrated planning approach to ensure better
management of water resources. This approach can also be useful for preventing
saline water ingress in coastal areas and reducing salinity in inland aquifers.
Restoration of industrial land in a sustainable manner in Essen

Overall, the Exposure visit was extremely useful and very informative. The exposure visit
was very interactive and was a rich mix of site visits, consultations, interactive exercises
and presentations. Since National, State and City level officials were involved, problems
faced across all sectors could be collectively addressed. More such exposure visits can be
organized covering a wider array of urban issues in more densely populated areas.
Further follow up with the officials visited can also be undertaken for better incorporation
of learnings into real practice. The participants were keen on implementing the learnings
from Exposure visit in their realm of work.

To conclude, the concept of IUWM is extremely applicable, rather needed, in the
Indian context and the IUWM concept complements the Government of India
initiatives like Smart cities and Swacch Bharat Abhiyaan. Training to citizens on
efficient water resource management, RWH and wastewater treatment can also be
undertaken as part of the Skill India Campaign.
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Annex 1: Exposure Visit Schedule
Schedule

Country
Spain

City (+
Location)
Madrid

Saturday
18th April
2015

Day 1
Sunday
19th April
2015

22:55

Spain

Madrid

14:00

Madrid >
Zaragoza

Time

15:00

Programme
 Arrival in Madrid: 22.55 pm
Delhi
Paris
Madrid
1315
1855, 2050
2255
AI 143
AF 1400
 Check-in Hotel Hilton Airport (take Hilton
Airport shuttle from airport to hotel)
 Arrival in Madrid: 14.05 pm
Qatar Airways: Delhi/Mumbai – Frankfurt
QR 149 19APR DOH MAD 0735 1405

 Travel to Zaragoza

Mode
of travel
Plane

Plane

Bus

Night stay
Hilton
Airport
Hotel/
Madrid

Host
organization

Remarks
Arrival of:
 Joint Secretary MoUD + wife
 Director MoUD
 Principal Secretary Rajasthan
 Sunandan Tiwari (ICLEI SAS)
Delhi Team
1. QR 567 19APR DELDOH HK1 0430 0610
2. QR 149 19APR DOHMAD HK1 0735 1405
Mumbai Team
1. QR 557 19APR BOMDOH HK1 0410 0510
2. QR 149 19APR DOHMAD HK1 0735 1405
Autocares Iñigo
Contact person: Marta Álvarez
Autocares Iñigo Martínez S.L
marta@autocares-inigo.com
Tlf +34 976 47 16 02
Contact bus driver:
Driver bus name: Eduardo León
Mobile number: +34 626 730 073
Emergency phone number: +34 625 312 066 (24 h.
available)
Quote: Madrid Airport- Zaragoza hotel 675 euros
Madrid:
> CC + ALR meet Delhi and Mumbai teams at arrival
gate and escort them to waiting bus
> Bus stops at Terminal 4 bus parking place
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks
> CC+ALR meet VIP team at Hilton Airport Hotel
with bus (call Sunandan when leaving airport)

Zaragoza

18:30

Hotel Sauce
/ Zaragoza

 Check-in Hotel

Zaragoza:
> Bus stops behind the Basílica del Pilar, at "Paseo
Echegaray y Caballero"
> Volunteers will meet us at bus stop and guide us
to hotel. Esther: +34 608 73 36 54 (call when leaving
Barajas)
Hotel Sauce
hotelsauce@hotelsauce.com
Espoz y Mina 33, 50003 Zaragoza
T: +34 976 20 50 50
Payment done (1.256 Euros)

20.30

 Transfer to restaurant “El sabor de India”

20.45

 Brief Welcome by ICLEI SAS, ES and VVSG
 Dinner + Outlook on week’s programme

> ALR: Provide participants with maps if asked for
Tram: Plaza de Espana -> Emperador Carlos V (ca. 7
min towards Valdespartera)

By foot/
tram

Restaurant El Sabor de India
Fernando el Católico, nº 66 Zaragoza
+34 976 56 79 52
hamidamitha@hotmail.com
Reservation for 21 people (15 EUR per person, 2
people for free)
@MT/CC: We need to discuss our roles and the
welcome!
> Provide participants with participants list,
programme, contact list + name tags

Day 2
Monday
20th April
2015

Spain

Zaragoza

21.45

 End

From 7:30

 Breakfast

8:45

 Walk to Centro Documentación del Agua
(Centre for Water and Environment)
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to centre)
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time
9:30

9:45

10:15

11:15
11:35

12:00

12:30

13:00

Programme
 Welcome – by Jerónimo Blasco, Vicemayor of Zaragoza
 Welcome and kick-off – by ICLEI ES and
VVSG
 Introduction of project AdoptIUWM – by
ICLEI SAS
 Presentation of Integrated Urban Water
Management (IUWM) concept – by ICLEI
ES
 Presentations by 4 cities on their
challenges and issues rel. to IUWM +
questions
 Coffee break

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization
City of
Zaragoza
(Departmen
t for
Environmen
t and
Sustainabilit
y)

Remarks
@ALR/MT/CC: Discuss how welcome + introduction
into AdoptIUWM should look like incl. timing
(maybe also in hotel?)
> Inform Marisa/Javier about introductory session
Translator: Natalia Prio
+34 655 23 70 04
Quote: 400 € for the 1st full day
+ 300 € for the second half day
+ technical equipment 195 €) = 895 EUR
Presentations by city participants (10 min
max/presentation)
Organised and paid by Mayor’s Office Zaragoza

 Presentation on Zaragoza’s integrated
water management strategy (in which
technical, economic and social factors are
taken into consideration) – by Javier Celma
"Director de la Agencia de Medio Ambiente
y Sostenibilidad del Ayuntamiento de
Zaragoza"
+ questions
 Presentation on Zaragoza’s Water Saving
Programme – by Victor Viñuales. "Director
de la Fundación Ecología y Desarrollo"
+ questions
 Presentation on the infrastructural
improvements necessary to implement
water saving and management strategy –
by José Ramón Entralgo Layunta. "Jefe del
Departamento de Conservación y
Explotación de Infraestructuras"
+ questions
 Presentation on the water tariff system
and its implications (i.e. economic, social
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

13:15

Programme
aspects) – by Joaquín García Lucea. "Jefe
de Unidad de tasas y precios públicos"
+ questions
 Lunch break

Mode
of travel

By foot

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks

Restaurant Le Parisien
Paseo Echegaray y Caballero
Reservation in restaurant by Javier/Marisa: 20 EUR
per person
> @MT: Pay in cash/per credit card on the spot +
pay for 5-6 speakers

14:45

15:00

 Presentation on the cluster of Zaragoza
(i.e. activites after Water Saving
Programme ended in 2009) – by Marisa
Fernández "Gerente del Cluster de Agua de
Zaragoza”
Interactive exercise:
 10 min. – Explanation on objectives and
tasks
 20 min. – Develop and discuss future
scenario of what project cities should look
like in terms of water management and
water saving efforts (= 5 min brainstorming
by each person individually + 15 min. each
city group discusses)
>> Policy and decision makers could be
separate group or join cities groups
 15 min – Discussion and compilation of
technological, economic, social and other
barriers to achieve this scenario (per city
group)
 15 min. – Discussion on actions/solutions
to overcome these barriers (per city group)
 20 min presentations by each city group on
findings (=5 min. presentation per group)
>> If there is decision-makers groups, they
also give presentation
 10 min – General discussion
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> Moderation cards and material will be provided by
city council office
> If too few members in city groups, ask MoUD
participants to join these groups (or put Rajasthan
cities in one roup)
> Translator for each city council members +
wandering with “local expert”
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

16:30/ 17:00

 End workshop/presentation part of day

17:00

 Walk back to Hotel Sauce

By foot

18:30

 Cultural event with site visits organised by
city council

By bus

20:00

 Dinner

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks

Ca. 15 min. (volunteers might accompany us)
City
of
Zaragoza

> Volunteers will go with us and pick us up at hotel
> Invitation and paid for by City of Zaragoza
Restaurant Los Cabezudos
C/Antonio Agustín 12
Restaurant reservation by Javier/Marisa: 35 EUR
per person (+ Javier)

Day 3
Tuesday
21st April
2015

Spain

Zaragoza

21:30

 End

From 7:30

 Breakfast

7:50

 Check-out Hotel

08:15
08:45

 Walk to Centre for the Environment of the
River Ebro
 Visit to centre of on flooding and dynamics
of River Ebro – by Francisco Pellicer (Centre
for the Environment of the River Ebro)

10:15

 Coffee break

10:45

 Visit along banks of River Ebro (to see
damage of last flood a few weeks ago and
effectiveness of flood protection along
banks)
 Transfer to Confederación Hidgrográfica
del Ebro (Ebro River Basin Management
Authority)

11:30
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Hotel Sauce
/ Zaragoza

By foot
By foot

City
of
Zaragoza
(Centro
Ambiental
del Ebro)

Check-out in morning; luggage can be kept in hotel
until afternoon
Volunteers will collect us and bring us to Centre for
the Environment of the River Ebro
Visit and explanation of exhibition on floods and
dynamics of River Ebro + centre

Organised and paid by Mayor’s Office Zaragoza

By tram

Ebro River
Basin
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization
Manageme
nt Authority

Remarks

12:00

 Visit on flood management and protection
by Ebro River Basin Management Authority

13:00

 Lunch break

Lunch at Ebro River Basin Management Authority

14:15 (until
15:00)

 Return to hotel

Collect luggage

15:00

 Departure to Zaragoza-Delicias station

By bus

(Control centre will probably also be shown)

> ALR: Confirm location where bus collects us
Autocares Inigo
Quote: Hotel- Estación Delicias Zaragoza 95 euros

Barcelon
a

15:20

 Arrival at Zaragoza-Delicias station

By bus

15:52

 Train departure to Barcelona-Sants

By train

> ALR: Check platform + compartment beforehand

17:21

 Train arrival at Barcelona-Sants

By train

> ALR: Check platform

17.39/18.09

 Train to Barcelona El-Prat Airport

By train

Train R2N: 28 min (every 30 min) > Train Cercanías,
ca. 30 min. journey to airport (2 per hour)! Beware
of handbags!
Trains always at 9 past and 39 - takes 18 min
> ALR: Check which ticket for group!

Belgium

Brussels

By 19:00

 Check-in Brussels Airlines

After 19:00

 Only after check-in and security: Dinner at
airport

21:25

 Flight to Brussels
Brussels Airlines: Barcelona - Brussels

Plane

23:25

 Arrival in Brussels
Brussels Airlines: Barcelona - Brussels

Plane
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Schedule

Day 4
Wednesday
22nd April
2015

Country

Belgium

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

By bus

Hotel
Château de
Limelette /
Louvain la
neuve

00:10

 Luggage

00:35

 Transfer to hotel Louvain la neuve - Rue
Charles Dubois 87 - 1342 Limelette

Louvain
la neuve

01:00

 Check-in Hotel

Louvain
la neuve

From 08:30

 Breakfast

09:30

 Check-out Hotel

09:30

 Travel to Ieper

By bus

11:30

 Arrival in Ieper

By bus

11:30

 Welcome by city of Ieper and lunch break

12:30

 Site visit Verdronken Weide - example of
cross links between the sectors: storm
water management, drinking water
management, recreation/nature – guided
tour by Mr Lieven Stubbe, (Head of the
department of environmental education
and landscaping of the city of Ieper), Mr
Hein Lapauw (Expert sustainability of the
city of Ieper) and Mr Koen Depuydt (Head
of the department of production and

Ieper
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Host
organization

Remarks

Ca. 25 minutes drive

Hotel Château de Limelette
Rue Charles Dubois 87 - 1342 Limelette
Hotel
Château de
Limelette /
Louvain la
neuve
Taking lunch packs from the hotel in the bus
1 hour 51 min with traffic in Easter holiday
1 hour 38 min without traffic

City of Ieper

Lunch break: Eating the lunch packs from the hotel
– CC: contacts city of Ieper Monday to find a good
situated place

By foot
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks

distribution – West of Flanders of the
Watergroep)
Harelbek
e

14:45

Transfer from Ieper to Harelbeke

By bus

Those who do not want to see stone processing
company can spend afternoon in Ieper
Ca. 30 minutes transfer
Company Beltrami
Venetielaan 22, 8530 Harelbeke

15:15

 Site visit of Beltrami (stone processing firm
and trader) with focus on environmental
techniques
 Presentation by building federation (Mr.
Patrick Noé, Director)
 Presentation of work on sustainable
business in India by Beltrami (Mr. Joost
Baert, Managing Director)
 Site visit of the production and
environmental techniques

16:15

 Transfer to BSV

By bus

Ca. 10 min transfer
Company BSV
Blokkestraat 1, 8530 Harelbeke

16:25

 Visit BSV (soil cleaning and sludge recycling
firm which also use sludge from the stone
company in soil) – guided tour by Mr
Olivier Vanpeteghem
 Transfer Harelbeke Ieper

By bus

Ca. 30 minutes transfer

By foot

Start: Grote Markt Lakenhallen

17:25
Ieper

18:00

19:00 – 20:15

 Visit with guide of the Menenpoort, the
Indian monument and the military
cemetery
 Dinner
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Building
Federation
and
Beltrami

Restaurant De Fonderie
Polenlaan 3
8900 IEPER
T: 0032 (0)57 364 580
F: 0032 (0)57 366 320
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Koksijde

Day 5
Thursday
23rd April
2015

Belgium

Koksijde

Time

Programme

20:15-21:00

 Travel Ieper – Koksijde

21:00

 Check-in hotel Apostroff

21:00

 End

From 7:30

 Breakfast

08:30

 Check-out

08:45

 Transfer to the visitors centre of the
drinking water intermunicipality IWVA
(Doornpannestraat 2) for presentations
 Welcome by City of Koksijde (to be
confirmed) 15’
 Welcome – by Mr. J Verbauwhede Director
of IWVA (Drinking Water InterMunicipality) (confirmed) (10 minutes)
 Film about IWVA and the wastewater
treatment before it is infiltrated in the
dunes (10 minutes)
 Presentation – by Mr. Manu Vanhoutte,
geologist at IWVA (20 minutes)
 Site visit of the infiltration system in the
dunes in Koksijde and of the pumping and
treatment station Schipgat in Koksijde
(1h30 vs 2 h)

09:00

09:30 / 09:45

10:00/10:15

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks
info@defonderie.be
www.defonderie.be
(restaurant in a the buildings of a former textile
firm)
Ca. 40 minutes transfer

By bus

Hotel
Apostroff/
Koksijde

Hotel Apostroff
Lejeunelaan 38
8670 Koksijde
T. +32 (0) 58 52 06 09

Hotel
Apostroff/
Koksijde

By bus

Ca. 3 minutes transfer

IWVA

By bus
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time
12:00/12:1513:15

 Lunch in Spelleplekke

13:10

 Transfer to the visitors centre of the
drinking water intermunicipality IWVA
Doornpannestraat 2
 Presentation by the city of Ieper and the
intermunicipal waste company IVVO on the
solid waste policy – by Mr Hein Lapauw
(Expert sustainability of the city of Ieper)
and Mr. Johan Del’Haye (Plant manager
biowaste treatment)
 Presentation by IMOG (another solid waste
intermunicipality) on several kinds of
plastics and the possibilities to recycle
them – by Mr Koen Delie (Director external
affairs)
 Coffee break

13:15 – 14:30

14:30 – 14:45
14:45 (until
15:45)

16:00
Germany

Essen

Programme

19:45

 Presentation on groundwater policy – by
Mr. Didier D'hont (Expert in groundwater
of the Flemish environmental agency) limits in the exploitation of the ground
water aquifers by managing the demand
side and results of the policy on grey water
 Presentation on intermunicipal
cooperation – by Ms. Karen Alderweireldt
(Staff member of VVSG and Director of
Vlinter, the federation of
intermunicipalities that work on regional
development)
 Travel to Essen
 Arrival in Essen
 Check-in Hotel

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks
Restaurant Spelleplekke (Reservation by CC)
Ijslandplein 10 - 8670 Oostduinkerke
België +32 58 62 36 16
Ca. 3 minutes transfer

By bus

City of Ieper
+ IVVO +
IMOG

Sensibilisation on slutter, fining citizens that throw
solid waste in the public space, plastic cups that can
be recycled, policy on separated gathering of solid
waste, IVVO: bio gas installation ( maybe link with
processing water plants)

At 15u30 Belinda delivers little prepared breads and
wraps for on the bus

By bus
Bus

Ca. 3.5 hours transfer
Hotel
Mövenpick/
Essen

Mövenpick Hotel Essen
Am Hauptbahnhof 2 | 45127 Essen | Germany
+49 201 1708 0 | hotel.essen@moevenpick.com
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks

> ALR: Confirm arrival time with Hotel Mövenpick
20.30

Day 6
Friday
24th April
2015

Germany

Essen

20:30/21:15

 Mini-team meeting with Sunandan

22:00

 End

From 7:00

 Breakfast

08:00

 Arrival at Emschergenossenschaft

08:30

 Welcome + Introduction into company of
Emschergenossenschaft, its tasks, history
and significance for the Emscher Region –
by Prof. Teichgräber (Head of Department
for Technical Services)
 Presentation on the conversion of the
Emscher river and the role of (storm) water
in re-developing the region – by Ms Ulrike
Raasch (Emschergenossenschaft)
 Site visits to Thyssen-Krupp-Park and
University of Essen with emphasis on
innovative storm water management
facilities – Guided tour by City of Essen
official – with Mr Augustin (City of Essen)
and Mr Christochowitz (Thyssen-Krupp)
 Lunch Break

09:00

11:00

13:00

Dinner at Hotel Mövenpick? @MT: Please confirm
26 EUR per person is ok!

 Dinner

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

Barbara will join here (she cannot be part of our trip
to Spain and Belgium after just returning from
World Water Forum)
(Sunandan leaving 24th)

Hotel
Mövenpick/
Essen

By foot

Emschergenossensc
haft

13 min. from Hotel Mövenpick (main station)

Bus

Emschergenossensc
haft + City of
Essen
+
ThyssenKrupp

11.00 am: Bus company Fa. Krein collects us (bus
until 20.00 pm)
Quotes (10:30-20:00): 595 EUR

Restaurant Taste of India (Reservation by ALR)
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks
Kastanienallee
+49 201 8228646

92,

45127

Essen

> ALR: Call 1 day beforehand to re-confirm
reservation and time (ca. 22-26 EUR/person)
@MT: Payment by cash or credit card (+ Ms Raasch)
Gladbeck

14:30 (until
16:00)

Essen

16:30 (until
18:30)

 Site visit to Hahnenbach near Gladbeck
(impression of ‘old’ Emscher canal and
restored river bed + environmental
education)
 Tourist visit to Zeche Zollverein Essen
(UNESCO World Heritage Site)

19:00

 Dinner (open)

20:00

 End

Bus

Emschergenossensc
haft

Bus

>> ALR: Confirmation by ALR/MT ok but negotiation
on conditions still underway (their innovative storm
water management concept can be explained by Ms
Raasch beforehand)

Bus until 20:00 (transfer to hotel)
@MT: Payment of bus company in cash at driver or
bank transfer by 1st May 2015

Day 7
Saturday
25th April
2015

Germany

Essen

From 8:00

 Breakfast

8:45

 Check-out Hotel

> ALR: Check whether luggage can be stored in hotel

09:00

 Phoenix Lake (former mine turned into
lake)
 Hochwasserückhaltebecken DortmundMengede (storm water retention basin)

Bus company Krein collects us at hotel
Quote (9:00-13:00): 375 EUR

11:00

 Wrap-up and Good-bye – by ICLEI SAS, ES +
VVSG (at Phoenix Lake)
 Early lunch (?)

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

Hotel
Mövenpick/
Essen

>> ALR: Contact Ms Adamczak reg. details
Tipps in Dortmund gibt Ihnen Frau Adamzcak,
0201/104-2679.
@MT/CC: Discuss!
> ALR: Reserve at Phoenix Lake if early lunch ok
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks
Many restaurants at Phönix-See (reservation
advisable;
Cafe Solo, SEHR deutsch oder
türkisch/mediterran)

Frankfurt

12:00

 End
 Transfer back to Essen Hotel

Until 18:00

 Free time (Suggestions: City centre of
Essen)

Participants

12:30 (until
14:00)

ICLEI teams + VVSG

18:00

 ICLEI + VVSG teams: Working lunch as
recap opportunity and partner meeting
 Lunch in Essen
 Meet at hotel lobby

18:15

 Walk to Essen main station

18:49

 Departure from Essen to Frankfurt
18:49- 21:50

21:50

 Arrival in Frankfurt

> MT/ALR: Check platform of departure

Hotel Hamburger Hof
Poststrasse 10-12
60329 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.
+49
(0)69
27
13
90
info@hamburgerhof.com

 Transfer to Hotel Frankfurt

96

@MT: Did you provide credit card details and all is
fixed?
 Check-in Hotel

Hotel
Hamburger
Hof/
Frankfurt
(Please avoid neighbourhood around main station
other than next to hotel)

 Free time in Frankfurt
Day 8
Sunday

Germany

Frankfurt

From 7:00

 Breakfast

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

Hotel
Hamburger
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Schedule

Country

City (+
Location)

Time

Programme

Mode
of travel

26th April
2015

Night stay

Host
organization

Remarks

Hof/
Frankfurt
7:30

 Check-out Hotel
 Travel to Frankfurt Airport

11:25

21:15

 Departure Frankfurt Airport
Qatar Airways: Frankfurt-Doha 1125 1825

 Departure Frankfurt Airport

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)

By train
Delhi Team:
1. QR 70 26APR FRADOH HK1 1125 1825
2. QR 564 26APR DOHDEL HK1 2055 #0300
Mumbai Team:
1. QR 70 26APR FRADOH HK9 1125 1825
2. QR 556 26APR DOHBOM HK9 2055 #0240
VIPs:
AI 120 26APR FRA DEL 2115 #0830 O
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Annex 2: List of Participants

Sr.No Name
Ministry of Urban Development
1 Mr. Neeraj Mandloi, IAS
2 Mr Promod Kumar
3 Mr V.K Chaurasia
Rajasthan
4 Mr Manjit Singh, IAS
5 Mr Sunil Singhal
6 Ms Kavita Khatri
7 Mr Sanjay Dewal
Maharashtra
8 Ms. Manisha Patankar
Mhaiskar
9 Ms.
Sushila Laxman
Abute
10 Vilas Vishwanath Dhage
11 LAXMAN HANUMANTA
CHALWADI
12 Mrs. Shubhangi Biranje
13 Mr. Sunil Powar
14 Bapu Saheb Abdulhayee
Choudhary
15 Bajirao Annapa Kambale
ICLEI Staff
16 Emani Kumar

List of Names
Designation
Joint Secretary (Urban Development),
Director
Joint Advisor (PHEE)&Project Director(NMSH)
Principal Secretary
Superintendent Engineer, Ajmer
Chairperson
Commissioner
Principal Secretary
Mayor
Additional Commissioner and Commissioner in Charge
Deputy Engineer, PHE Department
President/mayor
Chief Officer
Hydraulic Engineer- Water Supply
Engineer - Water Supply Department
Executive Director

Adopting Integrated Urban Water Management in Indian Cities (AdoptIUWM)
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17
18
19
20

Meesha Tandon
Geeta Sandal
Nikhil Shirish Kulkarni
Rahul Rathi

Senior Manager Sustainability Management
Senior Project Officer-Sustainability Management
Project Officer - Sustainability Management
Project Officer - Sustainability Management
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Annex 3: AdoptIUWM in European Media
ZARAGOZA
http://www.zaragoza.es/ciudad/noticias/detalleM_Noticia?id=221885
http://www.expansion.com/aragon/2015/04/20/5534b91222601d06158b4571.html
http://spain-india.org/en/news_article/una_delegacion_india_estudia_la_gestion_del_agua_en_zaragoza
http://www.eleconomista.es/aragon/noticias/6640110/04/15/India-toma-como-ejemplo-Zaragoza-por-su-gestion-del-agua.html#.Kku83Vx0syry9yQ
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1025765057452027.1073741873.310143055680901&type=1
http://www.elperiodicodearagon.com/noticias/aragon/delegacion-india-visita-zaragoza-estudiar-gestion-agua_1019887.html
http://www.heraldo.es/noticias/aragon/zaragoza_provincia/zaragoza/2015/04/20/una_delegacion_india_visita_zaragoza_para_estudiar_gestion_del_agua_ciudad_352352_3
01.html

BELGIUM
http://www.bsv-nv.be/bezoek-indiase-steden-en-gemeenten-aan-bsv-en-devamix/
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Annex 4: Stakeholder Exercise (sample)
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